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About this Document

Many Duke students participate in service or community engagement in Durham and throughout the world, through service-learning courses, DukeEngage, Bass Connections, student service clubs, scholarship programs, summer research, and other local and global initiatives. Notably, many students are responsible and ethical in their engagement, as a result of thoughtful preparation and a humble approach.

Yet, concerns are sometimes expressed by community partners regarding students’ cultural awareness, professionalism, lack of historical context, or lack of awareness of privilege. And evidence suggests that preparation for engagement is inconsistent. The goal of this document is to provide a centralized, accessible collection of recommended practices and resources that can be used by the Duke community in preparing students to engage responsibly and ethically in their communities.

Resources for Responsible and Ethical Community Engagement was developed by a working group of 10-15 Duke staff members affiliated with programs that connect students to the community. The working group was born out of a “Retreat for Understanding Students’ Engaged Experiences,” a now-annual grassroots effort organized by the Academic Advising Center, Duke Service-Learning and the Duke Office of Civic Engagement and attended by 50-75 staff and faculty in dozens of offices.
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Cultural Humility

Many kinds of civic engagement and service learning involve interaction between groups from different cultures, defined variously by differences of ethnicity, race, socio-economic status, nationality or language. It is essential that as students prepare to work and serve in communities, they gain a nuanced awareness of their own cultural backgrounds, a genuine respect for others’ cultures, and the humility to recognize the limits of their own perspectives. They must also develop the intercultural skills and knowledge that will help them engage and work with others in ways that are both effective and appropriate. In this context, the resources provided include material on the theoretical framework of this topic as well as documents, videos, and activities to enhance intercultural understanding.

Activities


Spent
Online poverty simulation game developed by Urban Ministries Durham (but not specific to Durham).

Readings

This guidebook offers an accessible orientation for intercultural service that blends sociocultural psychology with evidence-based practices of service-learning.


Classic anthropology article looking at American behavior from an outsider’s perspective.

Tharoor, S. (2012). *The Five-Dollar Smile. The Five Dollar Smile and Other Stories*  
A fictional story told from the point of view of a child who is “adopted” by a donor to an international charity.

Former Dean of Duke Chapel, Wells presents a theological foundation for service, distinguishing between being “with” and being “for”, and doing “with” and doing “for”.

Theoretical Framework

A concise summary of the Intercultural Competence (ICC) framework.

An approach to international “voluntourism” that emphasizes reciprocity. The framework is promoted by Global Service Learning (globalsl.org) and is also used by some universities (eg U. of Kentucky).

Videos


SAIH Norway “*Let’s Save Africa! Gone wrong*” (2013). [YouTube]  
Part of a series satirizing shallow approaches to charity work in African countries.
Reflection is the process by which we give cognitive meaning to our immediate experiences. There are many pedagogical theories and practices about how to facilitate this association in experiential learning. Students engaging in community-based projects often do not benefit from the same level of close mentorship that faculty are able to give in the classroom. Furthermore, they often do not have the same opportunities for intellectual deliberation and reflection when active in the field, making reflection activities and assignments all the more important to the learning process.

**Activities**


**Readings**


Theoretical Framework


Video

We all have multiple identities that can be inherent (race, gender, sexual orientation) or inherited (class, education, immigration status). In our society, some of those identities are privileged while others are marginalized. If we are engaged in social justice efforts, learning about and confronting our privileged and marginal identities helps us engage with one another from a place of awareness and respect. The more we understand the ways the system of privilege operates in our everyday lives and is reflected in many institutions and organizations, the more we will be able to address our own behavior and work with communities to combat these inequities on a larger scale.

**Activities**

Off Campus/In Touch. College of Wooster. *Confronting Privilege*.

**Readings**


Diangelo, R. Robin Diangelo (2015, April 10). *White America’s racial illiteracy: Why our national conversation is poisoned from the start*. Salon


Theoretical Framework

Organizations
Racial Equity Institute
Dismantling Racism Works

Videos
When working to address a common goal, partnerships offer a framework for collaboration and shared connections between groups, organizations, and communities. The goal of these resources is to provide faculty/staff with materials to help students understand, contextualize, and engage in meaningful community partnerships.

**Activities**


Community Tool Box. Kansas University. Creating and Maintaining Partnerships.

Student Outreach Resource Center. John Hopkins University. The Do’s & Don’ts of Community Partnerships.

Washington Campus Compact. Partnership Development Training Module.

**Readings**


Additional Considerations

Risk and Well-Being

When working on behalf of any institution, including Duke University, there are always legal policies and procedures to consider. Community partners may also have their own-waivers to sign, volunteer trainings and volunteer age limits. It is important to look into these before setting off to volunteer.

Professionalism and Expectations

Individuals serving and partnering with communities and organizations are expected to demonstrate professional behavior. This includes dressing appropriately, communicating directly and clearly, providing accurate work, reliably arriving on time and as scheduled and committing to the service and organization. Additional expectations for professionalism are often provided by the community organization.
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Thank you to the Working Group who compiled the Resources for Responsible and Ethical Community Engagement. The Working Group consists of 10-15 Duke staff members affiliated with programs that connect students to the community.